
   

Cyberian Defence 
Pact Signed 

Agreement Intended to 
Counterbalance Ruritania 

 
Berri (Reuters) 1 July 2018. In a  
dramatic diplomatic development with 
major implications for regional 
security, four Cyberian countries—
Concordia, Icasia, Udem, and 
Uqamistan—have come together to 
form a military alliance. 

 

The June 17 signing ceremony. 

The agreement is almost certainly 
aimed at containing and deterring 
Ruritania, the single most powerful 
country in Cyberia. It remains to be 
seen whether the signatories will 
indeed cooperate in defense-related 
matters, let alone deploy military forces 
to protect each other in the event of 
armed aggression. Were they do so, 
however, it could signal the start of a 
marked shift in regional politics. 

Inside Today’s  
New York Times: 

• Furious Zahra al-Zahra said to  
“bitten captors” while being 
returned to Hamraville Prison 

• Growing armed presence in Camp 
3 alarms UN officials 

• USAID and Ruritania announce 
major aid initiative for refugees 
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Government forces near Diku. 

 

Brynania at War 
Provisional Ceasefire Collapses as  
Fighting Erupts on Several Fronts 

 
Hamraville (NYT) 1 July 2018. In May, the hopes of Cyberia—and the world—
had been pinned on a fragile United Nations-mediated peace process. In June it 
collapsed, plunging Brynania back into some of the worst fighting the country has 
seen in almost a year. 
 
It is not entirely clear why the Popular Front for the Liberation of Zaharia backed 
away from the draft ceasefire agreement it had supported only two weeks earlier—
news that came even as the UN Security Council was discussing how best to offer 
support. Regardless, fighting around the besieged city of Mcgilldishu soon grew 
in intensity, with naval skirmishes increasingly accompanied by artillery barrages 
and small arms fire. Near Diku, an audacious strike by fighters of the Zaharian 
People’s Front caught government forces by surprise last month, forcing them to 
withdraw closer to the city. In the north, the guns of the Free People’s Army 
opened fire from mountain-top positions at Brynanian troops arrayed on the plains 
below, until silenced by waves of government airstrikes.  
 
The worst may be yet to come. In recent weeks convoys of Brynanian government 
troops—including elite Republican Guards, under the personal command of 
President Proceviat—have been seen leaving the capital, and heading south to the 
front lines. Whether this signals a major government offensive is unclear. 
However it seems certain that unless mediators act quickly, Brynanian is destined 
for a very bloody summer indeed. 
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Icasian Election Divides 
Opposition 

Sporadic Strikes and Protests 
Continue 

Nechandehal (NYT) 1 July 2018. For 
some, Icasia’s forthcoming December 
2018 elections might lead to genuine 
political reform. For most, it is a 
cynical ploy by the regime to maintain 
a hold on power. Regardless, they 
appear to have divided the opposition 
and undercut recent protests.  

“The idea of holding fair elections 
under this corrupt cabal of conspiring 
kleptocrats is simply ludicrous,” fumes 
Eowyn Gramsci, the trade union leader 
who has spearheaded the protest 
movement. “All they are doing is 
playing for time.” By contrast, Patsy 
Paule De Guzman Lindman-Quinn of 
the newly-established and surprisingly 
well-funded Peoples Really 
Independent Civil Society Movement 
for Participating in These Awesome 
Elections praised the move, saying that 
the elections would undoubtedly show 
that the “silent majority” supported the 
regime. 

Strike action has continued to disrupt 
the transportation sector, but it has been 
increasingly sporadic and 
uncoordinated. The east of the country 
appears to harbor the strongest anti-
government sentiment, with several 
clashes reported between police and 
protesters in the city of Piraeus. 

 

Refugees Flee Fighting 
and Famine 

Helena (Reuters) 1 July 2018. With 
humanitarian conditions in southern 
Brynania said to be grave, and the 
fighting in Mcgilldishu becoming more 
severe, the flow of refugees into 
neighboring countries is growing. 

UN officials that up to 25,000 refugees 
per month are crossing the porous 
border with Icasia, while as many as 
15,000 per month are making the much 
more difficult and risky crossing into 
Ruritania.  

 
Brynanian refugees attempt the perilous 

crossing to Icasia. 

Among these are several thousand 
“boat people” who have fled 
Mcgilldishu. Some have undoubtedly 
drowned at sea. Most, upon arriving in 
coastal areas of neighboring countries, 
find no UN agencies or aid groups 
ready to support them. While 
Ruritanian social services have done 
their best to cope with the influx, in 
Icasia they have largely been left to 
fend for themselves. Indeed, Icasia has 
seen a growing backlash against 
refugees among the local population. 
“They take our jobs, throw stones at our 
cats, and bring disease. They ought to 
be kicked out” said one Icasian mayor, 
who asked not to be identified. 

* * * 

Mcgilldishu Siege a “War 
Crime” Says Expert 

Port Royal (NYT) 1 July 2018. 
Speaking at a recent conference of 
“Why is Cyberia Such a Mess,” 
Professor I. H. Lawe of the University 
of Port Royal described the current 
PFLZ siege of McGilldishu as a “war 
crime, and possibly a crime against 
humanity.” 

“You simply aren’t allowed to 
indiscriminately bombard a city, attack 
essential supplies, or starve civilians 
into submission.” he noted.  

Prof. Lawe went on to argue that recent 
reports by Brynanian human rights 

groups have pointed to major violations 
by government forces too, although 
some of these predate the rule of the 
current President. “Ironically,” noted 
the famed Concordian legal expert, 
“the Zaharian People’s Front and the 
sketchy northern warlords of the FPA 
appear to have conducted their recent 
operations in accordance with the laws 
of armed conflict, regardless of their 
politics or greed.” 

 

Icasia Still in Front 

Cyberian Premier League Still 
Too Close to Call 

Hamraville (NYT) 1 July 2018. 
Regardless of the turmoil back home, 
the visiting Icasian squad 
outmaneuvered hometown Uqamistan 
to win 4-0 in Berri this month. With this 
victory, they remain on top of the 
current Cyberian Premier League 
standings. 

In Udem, the visiting Concordians put 
on a better show than in previous 
games, perhaps due to recent coaching 
changes, securing a 1-0 victory. Finally 
in Helena, Brynania beat Ruritania 4-2 
in a surprisingly close match that was 
only decided in the final minutes. 

Next month will see Udem playing in 
Brynania (security conditions 
permitting), Concordia hosting Icasia, 
and the Uqamis travelling to Ruritania 
in the annual “Whose Oil Is It?”  
classic. 

 


